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google maps has the most comprehensive location data out of any mapping api, with 99% global coverage. so, of course, by choosing to power the ride-sharing app with mapbox, there was the risk of losing coverage. however,
as aforementioned, gokada's developers closely examined mapbox's existing data for nigeria and found it to be a suitable replacement for google maps. so, if you are considering switching to mapbox or another google maps
alternative, be sure to conduct a data comparison of your own. you open google maps to figure out where that bar or restaurant is and tap the navigate icon in the bottom right of the screen to instantly give you a few routes
from your current location. you can also tap explore nearby to see the best user-rated restaurants, bars, and entertainment, along with a filter for how long you're willing to walk or drive to get there. and, you can search within
your route for nearby gas stations, coffee shops, restaurants or anything you need and add it to your current route. google maps has long been the go-to maps and location data api provider and it makes sense. google's
solutions are robust and reliable, with a wealth of mapping data available for over 200 countries. with 1 billion monthly active users (and over 5 million active sites and apps using it), you would think that google maps is
uncontestable. however, ever since google hiked its maps api prices back in 2018, developers have been turning to more affordable options. there are many other options out there - many of them free. however, none of them
offer the same wealth of data and functionality as google maps, so they are not a direct replacement. take a look at the map pricing structure for the following apps: microsoft streets & trips - free tomtom - free openstreetmap
- free navigatorfree - free
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i think i will stick to the tomtom app's as i use them a lot. i don't mind that they store the maps on their servers. i just don't like the fact that they send my gps data to google everytime i use them. i may have to get a new
phone just for the navigation apps. i can't stand the idea of giving google any of my personal data. it seems like a lot of apps today are only selling you as a customer to make money. i am glad to see that there are still apps
out there that are truly free and have a good customer service. i am using a tomtom map navigator app on my samsung galaxy s4 and it is very good. the problem is that every time i go on the tomtom app it sends my gps
data to a server. they say that they are only sending the data to google but it feels like a lot of info is being sent off to google without my knowledge. i am currently working on a solution to get this problem solved. if anyone

has any suggestions it would be appreciated. i have contacted the tomtom company to try and get some answers and they said they do not know. the email i have been using is info@tomtom.com the best solution would be to
be able to download the maps before the trip and to download them back into the phone at the end of the trip. if anyone knows how to accomplish this it would be greatly appreciated. i have been using the tomtom

mapnavigator app on my samsung galaxy s4 and it is very good. the problem is that every time i go on the tomtom app it sends my gps data to a server. they say that they are only sending the data to google but it feels like a
lot of info is being sent off to google without my knowledge. i am currently working on a solution to get this problem solved. if anyone has any suggestions it would be appreciated. i have contacted the tomtom company to try

and get some answers and they said they do not know. the email i have been using is info@tomtom.com the best solution would be to be able to download the maps before the trip and to download them back into the phone at
the end of the trip. if anyone knows how to accomplish this it would be greatly appreciated. 5ec8ef588b
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